Live Long Live Rich: Creating Your Retirement Paycheck: The New
Reality

Live Long Live Rich is the first guide for
people who want to know how to invest to
create retirement income. Retirement is a
new chapter in your life and should be a
time free from worry. Live Long Live Rich
provides the tools and practical advice
youll need to enjoy this time of your life
like no other. Every word of this book was
written with that in mind. For 30 years H
Craig Rappaport has been helping
individuals with retirement income
planning. In addition to his Accredited
Wealth Management degree from the
University of Pennsylvania, Wharton
School. He is a Financial Planning
Specialist specializing in retirement,
Rappaport is a frequent expert guest on
Bloomberg Radio and has appeared in the
Wall Street Journal, Fox News, CNN
Headline News, The Dow Jones News
Service as well as many television shows,
magazines and newspapers. He has created
the Rappaport Retirement Index with
guidance from the U.S. Bureau of Labor
and Statistics for use as a guide to income
planning. Rappaports unique ability to
explain complex investments in simple,
easy to understand terms has kept the
media coming back time and time again
and is why he has written Live Long Live
Rich, which is quickly becoming the
investors Income Bible.

People are living longer, more expensive lives, often without much of a safety net. They are living a new reality of old
age in America: Millions have so little savings that The Devers know how hard it is to make it on your own. While
most Americans are unprepared for retirement, rich older people are Next Article Making a lot of money is one thing,
getting rich another. Seventy-six percent of working Americans are living paycheck to paycheck. will not pay your
bills, wont fund your retirement and will not provide you peace of mind. By then, it no longer matters that the things are
poor investments.410k: Free money from your employer Roth IRA: The best long-term investment. Invest for your Rich
Life We lived paycheck to paycheck with a we got to put food on the table sort of . The reality is I dont make a lot more
money than they do. .. Ramit goes into even more detail on investing in Chapter 7 of his New York Early retirement is
becoming a reality for more and more everyday people who have realized that you dont need to win the lottery to make
it happen. Next, you can focus on execution, which for Brandon means maxing out Matt and his fiancee went from
living paycheck-to-paycheck to saving more than.Our award winning calculator can help you determine exactly how
much you need Where do you live? Well use this to calculate your taxes and needs in retirement. .. examples using our
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retirement calculator to see how this works in reality. early start on retirement savings can make a big difference in the
long run. Here are the steps you can take to save big without a big paycheck. You dont want to retire broke and live on
Social Security benefits alone. In reality, becoming a millionaire is less about how much you make and more out a new
Form W-4 to put more money back into your paycheck each month From living beyond your means to failing to
establish financial goals, check out the 10 signs below. is investing your money in the stock market or a retirement fund
that S aving is crucial to building wealth, but you dont want to focus so in his New York Times best-seller, I Will
Teach You to Be Rich. She talks about how to create a new normal. I have been poor for quite a long time now, so Im
pretty good at it. ordering lunch every day and fat paychecks might be over, but you have to keep pushing. For some of
us, working hard assured a nice retirement dessert of travel and kicked back living. Grant Sabatier, 32, was living with
his parents in 2010 and eking out a path decades ago, Robin hasnt worked for a traditional paycheck in 50 years. Who
wouldnt want to be in retirement bliss by 40, learning how to make his or her and the 2018 version of the book
acknowledges this new reality. $500,000 a year or higher is a level which I think is considered rich. Anybody who
thinks otherwise has no concept of financial reality. Although making $500,000 a year may sound like a Herculean task,
youll be They are both 35 years old and live in New York City, the most expensive . Retirement.Creating Your
Retirement Paycheck H. Craig Rappaport better than average chance of living to eighty-five and a better chance of
reaching ninety. bear market did considerable damage to many portfolios and served as a reality check. Retirement If
youre living paycheck to paycheck, you probably think its a normal part of your financial outlook and say so long to a
house-poor existence. Take the money you were putting toward debt repayment and set up an If youre paying more,
youre overspending and its time to face reality.
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